G.J. Baetcke & Co.

The firm of G.J. Baetcke & Co. is a banking business so
and they have used depositors always good and true.
They do a banking business that is conservative.
And keep the motto faithfully to live while others live.
On the Detroit National they draw their drafts of State.
While on the Chase of New York the foreign drafts do wait.
Collecting and discounting all business in their line, is attended to quite promptly in a manner genuine.
Mr. Baetcke is also agent for insurance companies good to protect your residences as everybody should.
The Hartford and five others, all of them the best.
And he is a Rotary Public along with all the rest.
So, if you will some banking and fire insurance too.
Or rotary work remember and keep this name in view.
Depositors need not worry if with their cash they go
And do all of their banking with G.J. Baetcke & Co.